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BEDS VMCC NEWS
KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN

Honda, Royal Enfield, Norton, Triumph, Velocette, BSA, BMW and Ariel – all lined up in Woburn, ready to roll out on last week’s Midweek Run

1920s to1990s – everyone welcome
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EDITORIAL
This is possibly the penultimate Newsletter in its current “lockdown”
form before we, hopefully, resume traditional club nights. We’ve done
really well for contributions from our members, but I fear the ideas may
be running out, all the tales having been told. Let’s make a special effort
for the “coming out of lockdown” issue in a couple of weeks’ time.
Many thanks to this issue’s contributors: Chris, Neil, Tim and Will.
Please forgive me if it seems a bit rushed but spare time seems to be an
increasingly rare commodity at the moment. For this week, the issue day
has reverted to Thursday as I’m heading off at lunchtime on the TRW
to Gloucestershire for a rally – where did I put that tent? The big
problem this year seems to be deciding which events to go to; so many
being crammed into a shorter than normal season. And, of course,
there’s still an element of risk to be weighed up. Personally, I’m happy
with outdoor events where people are spread out, such as last weekend’s
Bicester Scramble (mainly cars though) but as for the crowded indoor
events, such as the halls at the Stafford Show, I’m not so sure.

Beds Section News
JUNE VIRTUAL CLUBNIGHT
Yes folks, it’s that time again. Don't forget that there should be a virtual
club night available from about 8:30pm on the evening of Thurs, 10th
June. Access it either from the website or direct at:
http://wcurry.co.uk/vmccbeds/net_night_jun/w_001.html
The topic will be the last of the three points of contact we have with our
bikes - the footrests.

THE NEXT MIDWEEK RUN
The next run will be on Thursday, 17th June. Don is organising this one
and, in his usual super-efficient style, has already worked out the route
and will have a route sheet available for anyone who wants to go-italone and ride independently. Otherwise, we’ll follow-my-leader or use
the drop-off system, depending on the size of the group and preferences
of the riders. The start will be Toddington Village Green - 10.15am for
10.30 departure. Finish will again be at the “Stop ‘n Stuff” café at Pure
Triumph, Woburn. In accordance with current guidance, there is no
limit on numbers. There is also no need to book, just show up at the
start. Let’s hope the current weather holds out until then.

Starting and finishing at the “Stop ‘n Stuff” café at the Triumph dealer
in Woburn, we headed out through Aspley Guise, Salford, North
Crawley, Gayhurst, Ravenstone, Salcey Forest, Hanslope and back to
Gayhurst to retrace our tyre prints back to the Triumph café for lunch.
Unfortunately, Gerald had a little sparking trouble with his Norton en
route but, with the help of Gerry on his Velo, got it back home and
joined us for lunch on something more modern.
The relatively small group, and lack of traffic on the back roads, meant
we could easily keep the group together using the preferred follow-myleader format. Is it just me, or are the hedgerows particularly luxuriant
this year? Possibly the wet Spring weather but the Cow Parsley seems
to have gone wild.

BREAKFAST MEETS
Tim Kingham recently emailed Shuttleworth about their café opening
and it seems, at least for the time-being it is only open for visitors to the
collection. Tim suggested that we could try Jordans Mill instead. That
sounds like a good idea; we’ve been there on our runs and, whilst not
cheap, is an excellent venue with indoor and outdoor space, It can,
however, get busy at times.
Previously, we had met on the last Sunday of the month. In June, as you
will see below, that clashes with at least two other events, but maybe
some people would like to give it a try and report back. I can’t make it
myself as I’ve giving “Herefordshire-on-the-Edge” a try that weekend.

Upcoming local events
Previously mentioned in earlier newsletters:
• Motofest ’21, Shuttleworth, Sunday, 21st June
• Vintage Vehicle Show, Leighton Buzzard, Sunday, June 27th
• Luton Festival of Transport, Sunday, June 27th
• Classic Stony, Stony Stratford, Sunday 4th July
• Flitwick Lockdown Car & Bike Show, Sunday, 1st August
• Pirton Classic Vehicle Show, Thursday, 12th August
New events for this issue:

SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER CLUBNIGHTS
Will has kindly offered to put something together for the October Club
Night. We would, however, still welcome suggestions or offers for
September. If you have an idea that would be of interest to our members,
please let me know on bryan.marsh@btinternet.com.

MIDWEEK RUN REPORT

The midweek crew, taking a breather in Salcey Forest.

As you will see from the pictures on the front page, we had a very
diverse collection of bikes for last week’s run. Eight bikes from eight
manufacturers, spanning eight decades - from Will’s vintage Ariel to
Ivor’s “modern” (but VMCC eligible, of course) BMW.

Bikes in Beds Cyclemotor Run, Sunday June 27th, 10.00 for 10.30,
start from The Dukes Arms, High Street, Woodford, NN14 4HE, Tel
01832 732224, and finishing back at The Dukes Arms for drinks and
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food. Suitable for Cyclemotors, Mopeds, Autocycles and low powered
motorcycles. Contact: Hugh Gallagher 07805 247033.

for all bikes, outfits or 3-wheelers, the number of places to be visited
depends on the age of the vehicle. I can let you have more details and
an entry form.

More about those tin balls
CHRIS DAVEY

Redbourn Classics Motor Show returns for its 4th year on Saturday
4th September 2021 Noon-5pm on Redbourn Common. There will also
be a Village Fete with stalls, entertainment, miniature train rides, street
food, live music from The Barnettes & Missing The Ferry, plus fully
licenced bar sponsored by Farr Brew.
Tickets are now on sale. You can book, pay online and print your own
ticket. Simply go to Car Festival booking – Car Festival Booking. Prebooking is essential. The ticket form can also be downloaded from the
website www.redbournclassics.co.uk.
Vehicles should be 25 years or older. There will be a small display of
supercars in the grounds of Redbourn Village Museum which will be
open to visitors on the day. Entry will start from Noon. Advance ticket
bookings close on Tues 31st August.

I had to laugh when I saw the article about “Tin Balls”. I was puzzled
by a loud rattle from the front of my recently acquired Matchless G80
when moving it around in the workshop: much pumping up and down
of the forks as they appeared to be the only moving part, and much head
scratching as they appear perfect. It was only when I drained the tank of
old “winter petrol”, so I could inspect the inside of the tank, that I found
the strange little net causing the rattle. When I fished it out, I found it
contained two little metallic balls. I guessed this was the infamous
“Spitfire” or some such fuel treatment. I went to their website and could
see it was a model for any aspiring fantasy writer. What a load of utter
codswallop! I am no engineer or fuel chemist but can see that their
claims were as bizarre as the people who think that 5G masts spread
Covid. The big surprise is that it must have been put in there by the old
boy who did a beautiful job of restoring the Matchless. He must be an
engineer but was taken in by the advertising. Just goes to show that
people will believe anything if it is written in a confident way. Shame
on them, not on him.
There have been some good articles in the classic press recently about
problems with modern fuels but, for what it’s worth, I have my personal
solution. I have run my old Velo MAC on “UL 91” ever since it became
available. This is the new unleaded “Avgas” that will eventually replace
“100LL”. It was introduced for environmental reasons, but it is
absolutely perfect for old air-cooled engines in my uneducated opinion.
As I understand, it contains zero ethanol for the very reason that it
causes problems in fuel systems, and aids water absorption in fuel. Old
aero engines, including the ones still fitted that were designed in the age
of the dinosaur, are crude in the extreme. They make motorcycle engines
of the same era look like models of precision engineering. These old
engines love the stuff. The Shuttleworth collection run all their smaller
ancient engines on it, including all the Gipsy (that’s the right spelling,
don’t ask me why) engines.

The 9th Northamptonshire Navigation Rally, Sunday, September 5th.
The object is to visit various places mainly in Northamptonshire,
collecting answers to questions on your travels. There will be no set
route and places may be visited in any order. There will be a number of
manned controls which must be visited, and questions must be
answered. These results will be used to determine the winners of each
class. There is no speed or mileage requirement other than riders must
reach the finish by the closing time. Manned locations will only be open
for limited times.
Start and finish at The Grange Sports Ground, Northampton Road, Earls
Barton, Northamptonshire. (NN6 0HG). Ample room for parking vans
or trailers.
This is one of my favourite events – well worth giving it a try. Suitable

It is fully taxed, so I don’t think there is any issue with the revenue men.
It is more expensive, about £1.90 per litre, but I feel that for the small
mileages I do it is cheaper than having to rebuild carbs and seal leaking
petrol tanks and taps. I am told that the “91” is an octane rating to a
different standard, and it is actually 95 octane. The way the Velo runs
on it suggests that is correct. It is a fuel designed to remove lead from
the atmosphere and increase reliability. It’s one thing coasting to a stop
on your old bike and phoning the rescue men, but a completely different
kettle of fish coasting in towards the French coast and the engine
stopping. Your new best friend then will probably be called Jean-Paul
and he will be dangling from an Aeronavale helicopter with a rescue
sling to hoist you out of the drink, not loading your pride and joy into a
van. Most of us live near Shuttleworth and they are quite happy for you
to dispense UL91 into a regulation container from their card operated
pump. They don’t even ask you to wear hi-viz, in fact they get quite arsy
if you do. But a word of warning, don’t get tempted by the 100LL from
the next pump. It will rip your engine to bits in short order. It’s the devil
brew and is only good for Spitfires and the like. In old low-pressure aero
engines like mine, and Robin Braithwaite’s, it burns out valve seats,
causes sticking valves and fouls the plugs with lead deposits, and I
suspect would do the same in a bike engine.
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The page 4 girl

'Traffic Island'." How about “green triangle” which is what I think they
call them in MCC Trials Routebooks?

Ride to Work, or should you?
NEIL CAIRNS
Neil has written the following letter to the VMCC Journal:

No prizes for guessing why she looks so fed up.

Godcake
WILL CURRY

As can be seen from the photos, a godcake is that piece of land that
forms the unused centre of a junction. Originally, the turning circle of
carts that formed the local traffic could turn no tighter and so the area in
the centre was unused. This one has received an amount of attention in
its existence. Its environs have been decorated with white lines of
various lengths to guide the modern traveller. The centre of the godcake
now boasts a modern, reflective signpost, the descendent of the more
traditional, Norman-friendly fingerpost. Also, on the centre are three
concrete signs displaying essential information for some 'Service
Provider' or other. One edge has been kerbed and pavemented but the
other two are as they were when the road surface was water-bound or
worse.
Why godcake? There is a triangular pastie known by that name which
originated from Coventry and the assumption is the land acquired its
name by an association of shapes. However it got its name, I much
prefer it to 'Piece of unused land in the middle of a junction' or even

Dear Peter Henshaw,
On page 1 of the 'Motor Cycle' VMCC magazine for June 2021, in the
last paragraph, you say, "And finally, don't forget that the 21st June is
National Ride to Work Day, promoting the idea that motorcycles
(especially small ones) can be part of the solution to our transport
problems. So why not leave the car at home and ride your VMCCeligible bike to work instead?" A great number of those who own
VMCC-eligible bikes have them on agreed-value cover and/or SocialDomestic and Pleasure only cover. On all my bike's schedules it states,
"EXCLUDES To and From Work; the cover granted by the contract will
not apply while the person/s stated is using the insured vehicle for
travelling to and from, at, or in connection with that persons place of
education or business." That simply means one is not covered to use the
bike for commuting. If the Road Traffic Act was applied it might be
possible for the editor (you) to be charged with Aiding and Abetting any
person who is caught riding their bike to or from work and has the above
(or similar) clause on their Insurance cover, and they quote you.
Any comments?
Neil Cairns.
(Retired Police Officer.)

A very nice man
BRYAN MARSH
I hate to admit it, but I seem to be a regular user of the breakdown
services, probably once a year on average. Indeed, I’ve had to call on
the services of the AA three times since lockdown began and, each time,
they’ve got me going on the roadside. That’s probably just as well
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because, although they can transport your bike home, they would have
to pay for a taxi to get you home as they aren’t allowed to carry
passengers at the moment; fair enough, I say, they deserve protection.
The first instance was near Milton Keynes due to an electrical short on
my T100S, caused by me trying to fit an LED bulb, with heatsink, into
a headlight shell already crammed with wiring. A very nice AA man
fixed up the shrivelled, carbonised wiring enough to get me home.

BEDS VMCC
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Is it a plane, is it a bird…
Also seen at the Bicester Scramble, not a bike, per se, but possibly
qualifies as a cyclecar. I’m sure one of our readers will be able to
enlighten us about this wonderful contraption.

The second was near Ashford in Kent when a screw punctured the rear
tyre on my modern Tiger 800. The nice AA men, two of them, provided
a tube of puncture sealant and some air – enough, again, to get me home.

No, I’ve got no idea what it is either.

Yesterday (Weds) on my way to my weekly volunteering stint at the
Cotswold Motor Museum, the T100S started misfiring, then completely
conked out, just short of Stow-on-the-Wold. A quick inspection showed
me it was pretty clear that the battery was cooked – big problem.
Attaching the AA man’s charging box, starting the bike and revving it,
it soon became obvious that the regulator/rectifier was faulty. Charging
at over 17V isn’t doing any favours to the battery.
A quick “Google” on the mobile phone found a bike shop in Witney
with the right regulator/rectifier, and a scooter shop nearby with the
correct battery. Off he went whilst I walked to the local pub for some
water (and an enjoyable “swift half”). A couple of hours or so later and
I was back on the road, heading home. Good news for both me and the
AA – a garage bill avoided for me and a large taxi bill avoided for them.
Say what you will about the AA, I’ll be renewing my subscription.

The World’s slowest Indian?

Too many wheels and not enough wings?

Seen at the Bicester Scramble last weekend:

Not sure I’d stand there, even if it is an interesting engine –
horizontally-opposed twin cylinder.
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Early Honda GL1000 “Gold Wing”

Caister Castle Car Collection
BRYAN MARSH
I wasn’t aware of the Caister Collection until I picked up a leaflet in the
Bacton, Norfolk hotel where I was staying for a getaway night last
weekend. So, with no set plans for Bank Holiday Monday, I called in.
A “collection” they stress, not a museum – because it’s privately owned
– and, boy, what a collection it is.
Over 120 cars on display, and quite a few bikes. It is, however, clear
that the founder, Dr Peter Rowland Hill (1913-2000), was very much a
car connoisseur, and the bike collection seemed to me to be a bit of an
afterthought. I’m no car buff but they are some fantastic four-wheelers
there – well worth a visit, just for them.
But this is a motorcycle newsletter so let’s have a look at some of what
they have on display:

1946 Socovel Electric Motorcycle (2,6hp motor)

Six-cylinder Benelli 750 Sei

Veteran Triumph 3½hp, 500cc
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Exhaust whistle on the veteran Triumph

A very well-worn Triumph 6T Thunderbird

1902 Eagle tricar, 3½hp 500cc, water-cooled single, built in Cheshire
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1903 Minerva 3hp 300cc
Autocycles

1900 De Dion Tricycle, 1.75hp 137cc single cylinder side-valve

The inevitable Brough Superior – every museum should have one…

French L’Rallier Tricycle c1950, 197cc Villiers engine

1915 Henderson 1068cc Four
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Briggs and Stratton “Flyer” – engine size and performance described
as “small and little”

Jim Elsey’s 1955 Cooper 500 with 70bhp 998cc Vincent engine

The ubiquitous Corgi (see Issue 35 for its development history)

Norman Nippy, BSA Dandy and Puch Maxi
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